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QUESTION 1

You manage a SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) instance. 

An application must pass credentials to the local security authority for Reporting Services. 

You need to configure Reporting Services to issue a challenge/response when a connection is made without
credentials. 

Which authentication type should you configure in the RSReportServer.config file? 

A. RSWindowsNTLM 

B. RSWindowsBasic 

C. RSWindowsKerberos 

D. RSWindowsNegotiate 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You are developing reports based on the SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) cube named ProcessedOrders. 

A Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) query must include a query-scoped calculated member, which computes
average sales per order item. The query must also return the set of three states in a query-scoped named set named
East Coast Customers. 

You need to define the calculations in an MDX query to meet the requirements. 

Which four MDX segments should you insert in sequence before a SELECT statement? (To answer, move the
appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are modifying a SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) report for a SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) cube.
The report defines a report parameter of data type Date/Time with which users can filter the report by a single date. The 

parameter value cannot be directly used to filter the Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) query for the dataset. 

You need to ensure that the report displays data filtered by the user-entered value. You must achieve this goal by using
the least amount of development effort. 

What should you do? (More than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer.) 

A. Edit the dataset query parameter. Change the Value property of the report parameter to an expression that uses the
same format as the date dimension member key value. 

B. Edit the dataset query parameter. Change the Name property of the dataset query parameter so that it points to a
name value for each date dimension member. 

C. Edit the dataset query parameter. Create a subcube subquery that uses the StrToSet MDX function and accepts the
report parameter value. 

D. Change the dataset query to Transact-SQL (T-SQL). Use the OPENROWSET function to query the cube. Output the
cube results to the T-SQL query and use a Convert function to change the report parameter value into the same format
as the date dimension member. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You are creating the Australian states query. 
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Which Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) calculation should you use to complete the query? 

To answer, drag the appropriate calculation to the answer area. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 5

You need to implement the date dimension in the Operations database. What should you do? 

A. Create three database dimensions. Add each database dimension as a cube dimension by setting the Referenced
relationship type. 

B. Create one database dimension. Add three cube dimensions based on the database dimension. Set the Regular
relationship type for each cube dimension. 

C. Create three database dimensions. Add each database dimension as a cube dimension by setting the Regular
relationship type. 

D. Create one database dimension. Add three cube dimensions based on the database dimension. Set the Referenced
relationship type for each cube dimension. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 6

You are the database administrator of a SQL Server 2012 data warehouse implemented as a single database on a
production server. The database is constantly updated by using SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) packages and
SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) cube writeback operations. 

The database uses the full recovery model. A backup strategy has been implemented to minimize data loss in the event
of hardware failure. 

SQL Server Agent jobs have been configured to implement the following backup operations: 

A full database backup every day at 12:00 A.M. 

Differential database backups every day at 6:00 A.M., 12:00 P.M., and 6:00 P.M. 

Transaction log backups every hour on the hour. 

At 2:38 P.M. a SSIS package corrupts the data in a fact table. The corruption cannot be undone. You are notified at 3:15
P.M. You immediately take the database offline to prevent further data access and modification. 

You need to restore the data warehouse and minimize downtime and data loss. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 7

You are developing a new SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) report in SQL Server Data Tools (SSDT). This report
has a table named Table1 and a textbox named Textbox1. 

Table1 is initially visible but the user must be able to choose when to hide it. 

You need to develop the report to meet the requirement. What should you do? (More than one answer choice may
achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer.) 

A. Add a parameter to the report so users can choose the display state of Table1. 

B. For the properties of Table1, configure the Display can be toggled by this report item option to use Textbox1. 

C. Configure Textbox1 to drill through to rerun the report to toggle the display of Table1. 

D. For the properties of Table1, configure the Display can be toggled by this report item option to use Table1. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

You are designing an extract, transform, load (ETL) process for loading data from a SQL Server database into a large
fact table in a data warehouse each day with the prior day\\'s sales data. 

The ETL process for the fact table must meet the following requirements: 

Load new data in the shortest possible time. 

Remove data that is more than 36 months old. 

Ensure that data loads correctly. 

Minimize record locking. 

Minimize impact on the transaction log. 

You need to design an ETL process that meets the requirements. 

What should you do? (More than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer.) 

A. Partition the destination fact table by date. Insert new data directly into the fact table and delete old data directly from
the fact table. 

B. Partition the destination fact table by date. Use partition switching and staging tables both to remove old data and to
load new data. 

C. Partition the destination fact table by customer. Use partition switching both to remove old data and to load new data
into each partition. 

D. Partition the destination fact table by date. Use partition switching and a staging table to remove old data. Insert new
data directly into the fact table. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

You need to implement the SalesCommission model to support the planned reports and queries. What should you do? 

A. Create a date table that contains only one row for each date on which a sale is recorded. 

B. Use the existing transaction date column in the sales table for date calculations. 

C. Create a date table that contains a row for every date since data started being recorded. 

D. Create a new calculated date column in the sales table for date calculations. 

Correct Answer: C  

 

QUESTION 10

You are using a new installation of SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) to create three sales reports that consume
data from a stored procedure. The stored procedure is defined in a Windows Azure SQL Database. 

All reports must pass USA to the Country parameter of the stored procedure. Users cannot change the Country report
parameter value. 

You need to configure the report parameter properties. 

How should you configure the report parameter properties? To answer, select the appropriate setting or settings in the
answer area. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 11

You are developing a BI Semantic Model (BISM) that will be used to analyze complex budgeting and forecast data
sourced from a financial database. The model will be deployed to a server with 32 GB of RAM. 

The source data, located in a SQL Server data warehouse, is currently using 10 terabytes of disk space and is doubling
in size every three months. The model will be queried by staff in the accounting department by using Microsoft Excel 

2010. 

You need to ensure the highest query performance and scalability for the accounting department queries. 

Which project type should you choose? 

A. PowerPivot workbook 

B. tabular project that uses the In-Memory query mode 

C. multidimensional project 

D. tabular project that uses the DirectQuery query mode 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 12

You are designing a dataset for a SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) report. The report includes the report items
displayed in the following graphic. 

The dataset is sourced from a commonly used stored procedure in an inventory data mart hosted in a SQL Azure
database. 

It returns the status for all products across all storage sites. The report must display data for the storage site that is
selected by the Site report parameter. You cannot change the stored procedure code. 

You need to filter the dataset to use only data specific to the selected site. 

How should you configure the filter? 

To answer, drag the appropriate expression or expressions to the correct location or locations in the answer area.
(Answer choices may be used once, more than once, or not all.) 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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